be very expensive and only available to wealthy people. Will a insurmountable genetic gap be created between wealthy and less wealthy people, or will the technology become so ubiquitous that all infants will have the ability to undergo testing and potentially modification (to either correct defects or enhance traits)? kerovon There's already a health care gap between those who have access to great docs and meds and highquality health insurance and those who don't. Although we are far away from actually being able to genetically manipulate embryos to be super-smart or breathtakingly beautiful -and who knows if this could ever come to pass due to the multifactorial nature of genes and what they determinecontinued advances in genetic technology will certainly widen the socioeconomic gap. Take, for instance, preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) in which embryos are created via IVF then analyzed for the presence of a specific genetic mutation that is associated with a specific, typically severe or fatal, disease. It costs several thousand dollars, in addition to the significant expense of IVF. Only welloff people can afford to pay for this. So there is already inequity! In other words, well-to-do parents can afford to do PGD and avoid having a child with a particular disease. But less well-off people can't. They have to cross their fingers and hope their baby is not affected (depending on the disease, there's a 25-50% chance of a mutation leading to disease) or they must choose not to have kids or to adopt, etc. In a med school class, I heard a heartbreaking story of a mother whose child had been diagnosed with a severe genetic disorder. She desperately wants another child but is not willing to take a chance of having another baby with the disease. And she can't afford to do PGD.
Thank you for doing this AMA! Scientists who advocate for GMOs often point out that genetic modification is not so different in nature from the genetic changes that result from mutation+artificial selection, a process that many people are far more comfortable with. Is there an analogy to be drawn to "designer babies"? How do you think about culturally acceptable dating and family planning practices as ways that humans already influence the genetic makeup of their children? neurobeegirl You are spot on that humans already are influencing the genetic makeup of their children. We do this every day, in every country, by falling in love --for the most part --with people who are like us. That is, it's not often that a high school dropout will marry an MD/PhD. Why? Presumably because they don't have as much in common. But we are already creating "designer babies" in the world of assisted reproduction. A prospective parent who is selecting an egg or sperm donor is not going to pick someone who attends community college if there is another available donor who is enrolled at an Ivy League school. So kids conceived through donor gametes, it can be argued, are "designer babies." As I say in my book: "Rather than picking and choosing particular genes to try to make a child smarter, more beautiful, and a terror on the basketball court, the best way we know to have a smart, goodlooking, athletic child is to procreate with someone who is smart, good-looking, and athletic."
What's the most fascinating thing that you've personally discovered about genetics? LusciousLettuce What's most intrigued me about my research is learning more about how genes are not necessarily destiny. There is a cultural misconception that this is the case -you know, nature vs. nurture, writ large within our own bodies. But just because you have a genetic variant, or mutation, doesn't mean in many cases that it's a sure bet. There's a whole complicated mix of environment and epigenetic --the SCIENCE AMA SERIES: I'M BONNIE ROCHMAN, HEALTH/SCIENCE JOURNALIST AND AUTHOR OF THE NEWLY RELEASED THE GENE MACHINE: HOW GENETIC TECHNOLOGIES ARE CHANGING THE WAY WE HAVE KIDS -AND THE KIDS WE HAVE. GO AHEAD-AMA! : REDDIT flipping on and off of genes --that has to be factored in as well.
It seems inevitable that we start inserting genes into our offspring the way we do to GMO crops and animals. This idea of designer babies scares lots of people. How do you feel? Jobediah I'm not in favor of it. And I have to say, we're not really on the cusp of doing that. Crops and even animals are very different in moral terms than humans. A carrot is a carrot; a newborn baby is an entirely different ball of genetic wax, so to speak. Can you imagine how our world would change if every single baby were bred to be an astrophysicist?
1. When do you think genetic testing will become readily available at an affordable price? 2. Do you think it will become a standard procedure for hospitals to screen newborns for genetic predispositions to diseases in the future?
-LifeOnHardMode-1. That's a really broad question. Genetic testing can range from a targeted test of a single gene (we have more than 20,000!) to a comprehensive genome sequencing, or "decoding," of a person's DNA in its entirety. Newborn screening, which tests infants for severe, treatable disorders, is quite costeffective already. And carrier screening, which checks parents-to-be (or pregnant women and their partners) to see if they're both carriers for a mutation that could cause disease in their baby, is often covered by insurance. Genome sequencing, meanwhile, is available for a couple thousand dollars, perhaps less, though no insurers I'm aware of would pay for it for "recreational" reasons -that is, because you're just curious to know more about your genes.
Eventually would scientists be able to eradicate hereditary diseases/issues without disrupting other parental likeness features of the child?
Also, from previous studies, it seems we are on a trend towards designing our babies almost like we could design a video game character. What traits have we not yet unlocked? (To change that is) hAVARTI_pARTI
We have yet to unlock most traits precisely most traits are not the result of the influence of an individual gene; they are the result of multiple genes, plus the effect of environment (your health, where you live, where you go to school, who your parents are and how they raise you, etc.). Currently the most straightforward way to eradicate hereditary disease is to do preimplantation genetic diagnosis, which is explained above. That way, you're not tinkering with an embryo; you're just selecting an embryo that has not inherited a particular mutation associated with a particular disease. Hi Bonnie Rochman, thank you for doing this AMA! I'm someone who has never wanted children ever. I also am a carrier for many health problems, including a gene for major cardiac problems (heart attacks in 30s and instant death kind of thing).
But I've been told that I'm being "pessimistic" and practically encouraging eugenics by choosing not to have children because I do not want to pass these genes along (even if I did want kids).
What are your thoughts on childfree people choosing to refrain from having children for medical reasons? Should we push forward instead, hoping on new medical technologies to cure these illnesses?
ZineKitten
Many people in your circumstance have made similar choices regarding child-bearing. The critical difference between the choice you are making and the tenets of eugenics is that eugenics was statesponsored. You, on the other hand, are making a personal decision.
Do you think that civilization will reach the genetic bias level as the one in Black Mirror's "Men Against Fire"?
If so, how can we prevent this?
animalshavefeelings In "Men Against Fire," so-called roaches, or humans thought to be genetically inferior, are subject to 
